
THE TEXTTLE ASSOCTATTON (rNDlA)
ATA Part lll Examination 2021

Paper A3-WO.1

Process Control in Fabric Manufacture

Date 26. t2.2O2L Marks - 1O0 Time 10.00 am to 1.00 pm

lnstructions:
1. Answer any six questions out of which Question No1 is compulsory.
2. Answer each next main question on a new page.

3. Figure to the right indicate full marks.
4. lllustrate your answers with sketches and flow chart wherever necessary.

5. Use of non- programmable electronic pocket calculator permitted.
6. Mobile and any other communication devices are not allowed in examination hall

7. Assume suitable data wherever necessary.

ql a Fill in the Blanks

i) A defect is formed in fabric when two or more ends

unintentionally get woven parallel as one.
ii) A _ coating on the cylinders in Sizing machine will reduce
sticki n ess.

iii)A loose winding of package is called package

iv) A Major cause of defect
warping.

at Sizing is of incorrect mending at

8

4b

Ic

Match the following:
i) Drop Pins

ii) Softener
iii) Length Measuring Counter
iv)Weft Snarling

a) Fabric Defect

b)Warping
c)Warp Stop Motion

d) Sizing Chemical

Q2a

State True or False:
i) Use of magazine creel can cut down the loss in efficiency due to set
change.
ii) Drop Pins of stop motion should not have any grooves or cuts.
iii) Beams of small barrel diarneter give high unwinding tension at sizing.

iv)The satisTactory abrasion resistance of the yarn on loom is depends if the
size pick up is adequate.
Compare Wet and Dry splitting on Sizing Macnine.

b Explain the scope of process control in warping.
a Explain the fabric defects with causes and remedies for broken pick and

snarling.

b State the factors affecting low size pick up and how to control it.

8

8
8Qg

8

8Q+ a Give steps to implement process control in Loom shed
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QS

q6

Q7

Q8

8a

b Calculate the Winding Machine Production for 8 hrs. Shift in Kgs. when 8
i) No. of spindles of machine - 60
ii) Machine Drum Speed in MPM - 800
iii) Count of cotton yarn - 30s

iv) Efficiency of machin e - 85%
a What steps will be taken to work soft beams (low size %) on looms? 8
b What steps will be taken to increase loom efficiency on shuttle-less looms? 8
a What parameters of Steel Reed and Heald wires should be considered for 8

process control on Looms?

b Explain how to conduct a Snap Study in Loom Shed? 8

What are the major types of Temples and how you will select for fabrics on
Shuttle-less Looms?

b Explain the working principle of Dobby Shedding.

a Write on Yarn Numbering system.
b Calculate the Loom production in Meters per 8rs. Shift having:

i) Loom Speed - 180 RPM

ii) Picks per cm - 40
iii) Loom Efficiency - 90%

8
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8
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